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Unbounded Multiplier Operators 
A. OLUBUMMQ 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following theorem, essentially due to Wendel, is well-known (cf. [2, 
35.51): 
THEOREM (W). Let G be a locally compact group and let T be a bounded linear 
operator on L,(G) into itself. The following asserions are equivalent: 
(i) (Tf), = Tfz for all f ELI(G) and x E G. 
(ii) T(/*g) = Tf *g for all f ,  g ELM. 
(iii) Y’(f * v) = I/y* v  for aZZ.f’EL1(G) and Y c M(G). 
(iv) There exists a measure p E M(G) such that Tf = p * f for aZZ f t I,,(G). 
In the present paper, we extend Wendel’s theorem to include linear operators 
T which may he unbounded hut which satisfy the Hille-Yosida-Phillips condi- 
tions stated at the beginning of Section 2. 
In cast C is compact or Ahclian, then the assertions (i)-(iv) of Theorem (W) 
are equivalent to the following: 
(v) There exists a unique function 4 defined on Z such that 
(Tf)^  --:c#Jf for all f E L,(G). 
(For G compact, see ] 5, Lemma 2.21 and for G Ahelian see Larsen [4, Theorem 
0. I. I].) In Theorem 3.1, we assume that G is compact and prove that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the set of all Hille-Yosida-Phillips operators 
A satisfying (i) (and hence (iixiv)) and the set of all functions CJ on Z with 
exp(&) E M(G)” for all [ > 0. For each such pair (A, 4) we have (Af)^  -- 4{ 
for all f E D(A). Here and in (v) above, we shall, for convenience, refer to + 
as the multiplier associated with A or T. 
In proving these results, we exploit the fact that although A is unhounded, it 
can he approximated by hounded operators which, moreover, have the more 
desirable properties of A. In particular A generates a strongly continuous 
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semigroup {Z’(E): 5 > 0} of operators on L,(G) and each T(f) commutes with 
translations if A does. One of the central results in the theory of semigroups of 
operators is that the scmigroup {Z(t), .$ > O> and its infinitesimal generator A 
are connected by an exponential formula in the form T(t) -7. exp(tA). (See 
[3, page 3541 for a full discussion.) It is shown in Corollary 3.2 that the multi- 
pliers m[A] and m[T([)] associated with A and T(f) respectively are connected 
by the formula m[T([)] === exp(.$z[A]). 
Throughout this section G will denote a locally compact group and A will 
denote an operator defined in L,(G) with the following properties: 
(i) A is a closed linear operator with domain D(A) dense in Z,,(G); 
(ii) there exist real numbers M ::> 0 and w such that for every real A :>a w, 
A E p(A) (the resolvent set of A) and I;[R(h; A)]” Ij < :%!(A - w)-“, II = I, 2>..., 
where R(h; A) denotes the rcsolvent of A. 
An operator satisfying(i) and (ii)will b e called a Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator. 
For our first result, we need the following lemma. 
LEiWvIA 2.1. Let G be a locally compact group and let A be a Hille--losida- 
Phillips operator in L,(G) which commutes rzith right translations, i.e. (.4f),l: = 
Afx for all Jo D(A) and x E G. Then for each /\ E p(A), R(h; A) commutes with 
right translations on L,(G). M oreocer, for X E- p(A), R(X; A) (j * v) ::- R(h; A) f * Y 
for all CELL, v  E M(G). 
[Note: Here, and whencvcr A is given as commuting with translations, we 
assume that if jg D(A), then j, E D(A) and (Af )d ~7 Ajz , x E G.] 
Pyooj. We first show that (R(h; A)f )+ -- R(h; A) jx for Jo D(il), .X E G. 
From the defining properties of R(/\; ,4), \ve have 
(i) (AZ - -4) R(h; A) j = j, MEL,, 
(ii) R(/\; A4) (/\I - A) j =. j, Jo D(A). 
Kow, Jo D(A) implies that R(;\; A) f E Z)(A); (see for instance [3, page 3621). 
Hence, since AZ - A commutes with right translations, we have 
(iii) (AZ - -4) (K(A; A)f), = ((AZ - -4) R(h; A)f)z -fz . 
Operating on (iii) with R(X; A) and using (ii), we have 
(W; 4fL L= WV -4)L. 
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Suppose now that f is arbitrary in L,(G). Then there exists a sequence {f”} 
in D(A) such thatf” +-f and we have 
(H(X; .qf)s =- pli I?@; A)f’qr 7.: $p(h; A)f”)x 
so that A(h; A) commutes with right translations on&(G). The second assertion 
of the lemma now follows from Theorem (W). 
Before stating our first result, we make the following observation concerning 
the domain of a Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator in L,(G). 
'L'HEOREM 2.2. If A is a Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator in L,(G) commuting 
with right translations, then the domain D(A) of -4 is a right ideal of M(G). 
Proof. We only riced to verify that D(A) * M(G) C D(A). Since 9 is a 
Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator, there exists a semigroup {T(t); 5 ZS O> of class 




f ELI(G): ii?+ T([): -f exists] 
coincides with D(A) and for each f E I?, 
Af _ lim T(5)f -f_. 
5->o+ 4 
Moreover, as shown in [6, Lemma 4.31, each T(t) commutes with right transla- 
tions in L,(G). Hence, if f e D(A) and v E M(G) we have, using Theorem (IV), 
= T(5)f -I*,, 
5 
and since lim,,,+( T(f) f - f )/[ exists and convolution in jointly continuous, 
lim,,,+( T(t) f - f )/c * v exists and the result follows. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
IXMMA 2.3. Let A be a Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator in a Banach space X. 
Then there exists a real number w such that for h ;b w, X E p(A) and if we set 
B, = FR(/\; -4) - hI for h > w, we haze 
Ax --- E: B,.r for each 3c E D(A). 
This is proved in [3, page 3611. 
We now state our generalization of Wendel’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a locally compact group and let A be a Hille-Yosida- 
Phillips operator in L,(G). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (Af )d. r A$= , for allf E D(A), x E G. 
(2) .d(,f*g) := Af *g forallfED(A), gELI( 
(3) A(f * v) == Af * v  for allf E D(A), v  E M(G). 
(4) There exists a net {pn}, p,, E M(G) such that 
Note. ‘T’heorem 2.2 shows that it is reasonable to assume (as we shall do 
here) that whenever ,f~ D(A) and p E M(G), then ,f rr: p E e(A). cf. Note in 
Lemma 2.1. 
Proof. Suppose that (1) holds. Then for each h E p(A), R(h; A) commutes 
with right translations on L,(G), by Lemma 2. I. Hence B,, :-..: X’R(/\; -4) --.-. AZ 
also commutes with right translations on L,(G). Since B, is bounded, B,( f  * g) =:- 
B,f * g for all f ,  g E L,(G), by Theorem (W). From this and Lemma 2.3, we have 
-4(f * g) :--I F.ftl! B,(f + g) : -- Fr;l Bnf * g .: Af j, g, 
for all f  E: U(A) and g E L,(G). So (1) implies (2). 
Assume (2). Then, as in the proof of J,emma 2.1, (writing .f r g :-:: 
[(AZ --. .4) R(X; -4) f]  x g and using (2)) 
R(X; A) (f * g) =. R(X; A) f  * g for all f ,  g E L,(G). 
and X c p(A). Hence, for h E p(A), Bh(f * g) .: B,f vg for f,  g E L,(G). This 
implies, again by Theorem (W), that B,( f  * v) := B, f  * v, for f  E L,(G), v  E SZ(G). 
Hence .4(f * V) 1. lim, :.~, B,(f * V) -= lim,.,, B,f * v  = Af * v. Thus (2) implies 
(3). 
I f  (3) holds, then again for h E p(A), B,(f * v) ; Bnf * v, f  E L,(G), v  E M(G). 
Hence by Theorem (W), there exists {p,,} C M(G) such that B,f p,\ a f,  
f  E L,(G) which implies that (4) holds. 
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Finally if (4) holds, then 
Hence (4) implies (1) and the proof is complete. 
3. THE MULTIPLIER ASSOCMTED W-ITH AN UNBOUNDED OPER\TOR 
In this section G will denote an infinite compact group with dual object Z 
and E(Z) will denote the set pUer B(H,) w ere H, is the representation space of h 
the representation UO, [2, 28.241. Let 2I and b be subsets of C?(Z). An element 
E E E(Z) is said to be an (‘$1, !-X3)-muZ@&er if EA E B for all A E ‘8, [2, 35.11. An 
(PI, %)-multiplier will be described simply as an 21-multiplier and an L,(G)‘- 
multiplier will be called an L,(G)-multiplier. 
A family 8 = {E,: .$ z< 0} of functions ,?$ E (E(Z) is called a semigroup of 
L,(G)-multipliers [5] if 
(i) for each [ > 0, E, is an L,(G)-multiplier; 
(ii) E,, : c, 1:~ E,, * EC2 for all 5, , 6, 2: 0. 
Condition (ii) means that for each D E Z, {E,(a); 6 > 0} is a semigroup of 
operators on H, . In case each semigroup is uniformly continuous, we say that 
d is a uniforms continuous semigroup of L,(G)-multipliers. 
'THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a compact group. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of Ilille-Yosida-Phillips operators A in L,(G) commuting with right 
translations and the set of all functions 4 E C?(Z) with exp(&) E M(G)’ for all 
5‘ y;: 0. ,VIoreocer for each such pair (A, +), we have 
(Af )” = $f for all f  E D(A). 
Proof. Let A be a Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator commuting with right 
translations. It has been proved in [6, Theorem 51 that there exists + E a(Z) 
such that (-4f )* =-= $f f or all f  E D(A). We show that the function 4 is unique. 
In fact, suppose +r3 = (Af)‘+ = &3 for all f~ D(A) and set # = +r - 4s . 
For arbitrary but fixed 0 E .Z, we would have #(cr)p(cr) = 0 for all f~ L,(G) 
since D(A) is dense inL,(G). In particular, for the set B(H,,) = [3(~7):f~ ZJG)], 
(see [2, Theorem 28.39(i)]), we would have #(a) B(H,) = (0). Since B(H,) is an 
annihilator algebra, being the algebra of all uniform limits of operators of finite 
rank on a reflexive Banach space [l, Theorem 161, we must have I/(U) = 0. 
Since a was arbitrary, 4 is the zero function in E(Z) and $I = 4s . 
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Lct {T(t): 5 2: 0) denote the strongly continuous semigroup of operators on 
L,(G) generated by A. Then by [6, Cor. 4.61, the operators T(t) arc dcfincd by 
(T(t).f)^ (0) = exp(@(4)f(u> for allfELl( u E 2’ and 6 :‘s 0. Since for each 
5 c> 0, 1’(f) is a bounded linear operator on L,(G) which commutes with right 
translations, WC have cxp(&) E M(G)^  for each 6 1.:: 0. 
Conversely, let (r, E E(Z) and suppose that exp(&) E 31(G)^  for all 5 . 0. 
Then {exp(&); 5 >; O> . is a uniformly continuous scmigroup of L,(G)-multi- 
liers. These multipliers therefore define a unique strongly continuous semi- 
group .7 !,‘/I([); 4 .: 0} of operators on 1,,,(G). the operators T(f) being 
defined 1~1 
(‘Qt).f‘)” (0) = ~~p(&~(~))f(~), f~-b(G), u E L 
(see [5, ‘l’heorem 3.31). Furthermore, since 1’(t)f-+f in L,(G) as t--*0 ., 
{T(t)} is a semigroup of class (C,,). Hence the infinitesimal generator A of 
{T(t)} is a Hille-Yosida-Phillips operator in L,(G), [3, Theorem 12.3.11. Now 
each T(t) commutes with right translations (each T(t) is in fact of the form 
T(5) f  = PLY * f,  CL~ E JW3) and hence A, which is defined by i2f -:: 
limE,,), (T(E) f  - ,f)/[, wherever the limit exists, also commutes with right 
translations. Finally, for arbitrary u E Z and f  E D(A), we have 
= lim [exP(~C(u)) - ‘~1 f(u> 
c >o+ e 
This concludes the proof. 
The following corollary which relates the multiplier associated with a Hille- 
Yosida-Phillips operator A commuting with right translations with the multi- 
pliers associated with the operators {T(t)} g enerated by it has been established 
in the course of proving Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a compact group, let A be a Hille-E’osida-Phillips 
operator in L,(G) commuting with right translations and let 4 be the multiplier 
associated with A. If  { T(t); 6 >- 0} is the strongly continuous semigroup of operators 
generated by A, then (T([)f)^ (u) = exp(&(o))f(a) for all f  ELI(G) and 
u E 2. 
Corollary 3.2 says that if we write m[P] for the multiplier associated with an 
operator P in L,(G), then m[T(E)] 7 exp(tm[A]), 5 ,‘z 0. 
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